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LONDON: Prime Minister Theresa May held
a meeting of Britain’s top ministers and secu-
rity officials yesterday to weigh up how to
respond to a nerve agent attack on a former
Russian spy who passed secrets to British
intelligence. Sergei Skripal, 66, and his daugh-
ter Yulia, 33, have been in hospital in a critical
condition since March 4 when they were
found unconscious on a bench outside a
shopping centre in the southern English
cathedral city of Salisbury.

May has warned that if Russia is behind the
poisoning of Skripal, a former colonel in GRU
military intelligence, then Britain will respond
robustly. Russia has denied any involvement in
the attack which also struck down a British
policeman. The chairman of the British parlia-
ment’s foreign affairs committee, Tom
Tugendhat, said the attack looked like state-
sponsored attempted murder and he expected
May to blame Moscow after chairing a meet-
ing of the National Security Council. “Frankly I
would be surprised if she did not point the fin-
ger at the Kremlin,” Tugendhat told BBC radio. 

Even though Britain has not officially
blamed Russia, the affair has hit the already
poor relations between the two. Russia’s for-
eign ministry said London was whipping up
anti-Russian hysteria while state TV went fur-
ther, accusing Britain of poisoning Skripal as
part of a special operation designed to spoil
Russia’s hosting of the soccer World Cup this
summer. Tugendhat said Russia’s so-called
oligarchs, who have amassed fortunes during
President Vladimir Putin’s 18-year rule, should
be denied entry to the luxuries of London and
the West.

The British capital has been dubbed
“Londongrad” due to the large quantities of
Russian money that have poured in since the

collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. British
counter-terrorism police say a nerve agent -
usually a small molecule based on phosphorus
that interferes with the transmission of nerve
signals - was used on Skripal and his daughter.
But they have refused to specify which poison
was used. A British policeman who was one of
the first to attend to the stricken spy was also

affected by the nerve agent. He is now conscious
in a serious but stable condition, police said.

World Cup threat 
In a broadcast on Sunday, Russian state

TV suggested Britain itself had poisoned
Skripal to upset the soccer World Cup which
Russia is hosting in June and July. “They tried
to pin the blame on Russia, but if you think it
through the poisoning of the GRU (military
intelligence) colonel was only advantageous
to the British,” Dmitry Kiselyov, the country’s
top pro-Kremlin presenter said. “An excellent
special operation,” said Kiselyov. “Skripal is
cheap expendable material,” he said, and after
the special operation Russia would then have

to “justify itself”. May last year said Putin was
seeking to undermine the West and the inter-
national order by meddling in elections. She
promised to ensure corrupt money does not
flow into Britain from Russia. Putin, who took
over as Kremlin chief from Boris Yeltsin on the
last day of 1999, has denied allegations that
Russia meddled in the 2016 US presidential

election and says the West
has repeatedly tried to
undermine Russian interests.
Skripal betrayed dozens of
Russian agents to British
intelligence before his arrest
in Moscow in 2004. He was
sentenced to 13 years in
prison in 2006, and in 2010
was given refuge in Britain
after being exchanged for
Russian spies.

Russian state television
said Skripal had been
recruited by the British when

working as Russia’s military attache in Spain
and that he had handed over 20,000 pages of
secret documents to MI6, Britain’s foreign spy
service. British Foreign Secretary Boris
Johnson also drew parallels between the poi-
soning of Skripal and the murder of former
KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko, who died in
London in 2006 after drinking green tea laced
with radioactive polonium-210.

‘Baby wipes’
A British public inquiry found the killing of

Litvinenko had probably been approved by
Putin and carried out by two Russians, Dmitry
Kovtun and Andrei Lugovoy - a former KGB
bodyguard who later became a member of the

Russian parliament. Both denied responsibili-
ty, as did Moscow. After Skripal was found
slumped on a bench in Salisbury, health offi-
cials in Britain said there was no wider risk to
public health. But some police investigators
wore full chemical and biological suits and the
army was later deployed to help remove items
from the scene. 

On Sunday, hundreds of people who visit-
ed the city’s Zizzi restaurant or the Bishop’s
Mill pub were told to wash their clothes after
traces of the substance used to attack Skripal

were found at both sites. Jenny Harries,
deputy medical director at Public Health
England, suggested there may be a very small
health risk associated with repeated contact
with belongings that may have been contami-
nated. “Wipe personal items such as phones,
handbags and other electronic items with
cleansing or baby wipes and dispose of the
wipes in the bin,” Harries suggested. “Wash
other items such as jewellery and spectacles
which cannot go in the washing machine with
warm water and detergent.”—Reuters
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Copter crashes, 5 die
NEW YORK: Five people have died after a helicopter
owned by a tour group plunged into Manhattan’s East
River, police said yesterday. The red chopper, which is
owned by tourism group Liberty, was carrying six peo-
ple including the pilot when it crashed into the river
near the upscale Upper East Side neighborhood shortly
after 7:00 pm on Sunday.  “Five people are deceased,”
a New York Police Department spokesperson said, say-
ing the dead were all passengers on the helicopter.
Following the crash, “the pilot freed himself, the other
five did not,” Fire Commissioner Daniel Nigro told
reporters during an earlier press conference. —AFP

Knifeman shot dead 
VIENNA: A 26-year-old Austrian was shot dead out-
side the Iranian ambassador’s residence in Vienna on
Sunday night after he attacked a guard with a knife,
police said. The assailant “died on the spot” after the
soldier opened fire, police spokesman Harald Soeros
said, adding that the attack took place just before mid-
night local time. The motive for the attack is not yet
known, police said. The soldier, who was standing
guard outside the building, suffered a wound to his
upper arm in the attack. “He initially used pepper
spray” against the assailant, Soeros said, before open-
ing fire. He was believed to have fired his weapon at
least four times. —AFP 

Cambodia arrests 100 
PHNOM PENH: Cambodian police yesterday arrested
100 Chinese people suspected of running a telecoms
scam to defraud victims in China, a senior official said.
China has been battling telecoms fraud for years, with
the losses to victims running into billions of dollars,
authorities in Beijing say. Hundreds of suspected scam-
mers were arrested in Cambodia last year. Yesterday’s
arrests at a seven-story condominium in the capital of
Phnom Penh included 81 Chinese men and 19 women,
said General Uk Haiseila, chief of the Immigration
Investigation Bureau. Police video of the raid showed
the suspects seated in front of laptops on rows of
desks in a room with curtains drawn. —Reuters

Ai Weiwei unfazed 
SYDNEY: China’s removal of presidential term limits,
effectively letting President Xi Jinping hold office for
life, will have no impact on its culture, artist Ai Weiwei
said yesterday, as he unveiled a giant artwork in
Sydney depicting asylum seekers. Ai, one of China’s
most high-profile artists and political activists, has
become a vocal campaigner on migration as the num-
ber of people forced from their homes - largely by vio-
lence and war - has reached a record 65 million. In
Sydney, Ai presented his 60-metre (197-ft) -long
inflatable raft, carrying about 300 oversized human
figures, a day after China removed the term limits from
its constitution, raising concerns about a return to
strongman rule. —Reuters

Taleban takes district 
LASHKAR GAH: Taleban fighters have captured a dis-
trict centre in Afghanistan’s western province of Farah
bordering Iran, where they have battled government
security forces fiercely in recent months, officials said
yesterday. Naser Mehri, a spokesman for the provincial
governor, said a large group of fighters had captured
the centre of Anar Dara district on Sunday night after
hours of fighting, though police and intelligence serv-
ice forces were still holding out in their headquarters.
The Taleban released pictures that appeared to show
fighters in the town, where skirmishes were taking
place yesterday.  —Reuters
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LONDON: Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa May leaves 10 Downing Street in cen-
tral London yesterday, to attend a Commonwealth Day Service at Westminster
Abbey. —AFP 

Harmless nostalgia or 
worrying nationalism? 
Germany split over 
new ministry
BERLIN: Is it about lederhosen, bratwurst and beer? Will
it stir a healthy patriotism? Or does it hark back to the
darkest chapter of German history by championing nation-
alism and excluding minorities?  A new “Heimat”, or home-
land, ministry to be launched tomorrow by Chancellor
Angela Merkel’s new government has left Germans deeply
divided.  Some have poked fun at the term, which can
evoke Alpine vistas and black forest cake, on new “Heimat”
Twitter accounts that recommend “plain German fare”
with “a chilled beer”. But critics charge that using the
loaded term means pandering to far-right populists push-
ing a xenophobic agenda and can only serve to isolate
migrants and other minorities.

Championed by Merkel’s conservative Bavarian allies
the CSU, the revamped “Ministry of the Interior and
Heimat” is set to combine public security and sports with
new areas such as housing. More than simply denoting
homeland, the concept of “Heimat” also conjures up a cul-
tural belonging and a sense of nostalgia. As Germany’s
new Foreign Minister Heiko Maas put it, it is “an important
bit of happiness”. But few words are as politically loaded
in post-war Germany as Heimat, a word that to many still
carries a whiff of the era of Adolf Hitler’s racist regime.

‘Blood and soil’ 
“Heimat was the central building block of the Nazis’

blood and soil ideology,” author Daniel Schreiber wrote in
Die Zeit weekly, noting that the term “has never existed
without being politically instrumentalised”.  No party has
leapt on the concept as whole-heartedly as the far-right
and anti-immigration Alternative for Germany, which in

September’s election ran a campaign with slogans such as
“Our country, our Heimat”. Describing themselves as
“patriots,” and railing against an influx of mostly Muslim
foreigners, the AfD has vowed to help voters “Get your
country back”. Almost 13 percent of Germans voted for the
AfD last September, while the “establishment” parties,
Merkel’s bloc and the centre-left SPD, scored their worst
results in decades.

The new super ministry is part of a push by the main-
stream parties to reclaim the term from the extremists.
President Frank-Walter Steinmeier said in a speech on
German Reunification Day: “We must not leave to the
nationalists our longing for Heimat, for security, for a slow-
er pace in society, for cohesion and
recognition.”Germany’s large ethnic Turkish community

was among the first to criticise the new ministry. “We fear
that it would not bring about cohesion and togetherness,
but exclusion and division,” the chairman of the Turkish
community association, Gokay Sofuoglu, told Berliner
Zeitung.

NDO, an umbrella group for migrant rights groups, also
slammed the new ministry as “symbolic politics for poten-
tial right-wing voters”.In the 1950s, wholesome Heimat
films set in an idealised countryside were produced by
West Germany to wipe out the Nazi association.  On the
other side of the Wall, East German children were taught
communist ideology during Heimat history classes, noted
Schreiber. Today, he said, the word has been seized upon
by those who, in the fast-paced age of globalisation, want
to return to an idealised past. —AFP

Rich Communist in
Kremlin race
offers ‘strawberry’
socialism
LENIN STATE FARM: A debonair busi-
nessman who boasts million-dollar earn-
ings, Pavel Grudinin came as a surprise
choice as Russia’s Communist candidate
for president. Nicknamed the “strawberry
king”, the 57-year-old has a pick-your-
own fruit farm and dairy herd on a chunk
of valuable real estate on Moscow’s out-
skirts. The grey-haired politician with his
ready smile is the first fresh face in years to
stand for the red-flag-waving party led by
73-year-old stalwart Gennady Zyuganov.
In a predictable March 18 presidential
election, Grudinin is likely to be runner-up
to President Vladimir Putin, though he lags
far behind in state-run opinion polls at
around seven percent.

He appears to have all the credentials
for a Communist candidate: he runs an
agribusiness named after Vladimir Lenin
and has praised Stalin, to whom he bears a
passing resemblance. Yet he is not a mem-
ber of the Communist party and much of
his wealth comes from renting and selling
highly valuable land bordering the Moscow
ring road to hypermarkets. “My earnings
over the last six years were 157 million
rubles (2.2 million euros, $2.7 million). I
don’t earn badly,” he told reporters recent-
ly.  He hit controversy in March when the

Central Electoral Commission ruled that he
failed to declare Swiss bank accounts con-
taining $1 million before registering his bid. 

The commission finally ruled there were
no grounds to deselect him but decided to
display notices in polling stations saying he
provided unreliable information. Analysts
see his role in the Kremlin scenario as
boosting turnout-but not taking votes
away from Putin. Grudinin is willing to crit-
icise policies but not the strongman him-
self. “This is not a battle between people,
it’s a battle of ideologies,” he said. In the
past he publicly supported Putin and even
joined the ruling party.

Lenin State Farm   
Communist leader Zyuganov has praised

Grudinin for enacting socialist principles,
from building a turreted Disney-style
kindergarten to paying workers above-
average wages. The Sovkhoz Imeni Lenina,
or Lenin State Farm, covers a whole district,
entered through elaborate gates decorated
with strawberry motifs.  Zyuganov calls it a
“territory of social optimism”.

Inside are strawberry sculptures, a cafe
called Berry and street lights in the shape
of the red berry. The farm was founded in
1918 as a showcase for Soviet agriculture.
In 1995, it became a limited company with
Grudinin as director. Journalists on a recent
tour were shown how he has modernised
the operation, with lasers zapping cows’
udders in an automated Dutch milking par-
lour.Profits are ploughed back into commu-
nity facilities that look much better than
state-provided ones. At the school that
opened last year, children study computer
modelling and Ancient Greek democracy

while the spotless kindergarten has a whole
room of Lego. Grudinin may be a “capital-
ist”, but his treatment of workers and the
local community play well with Communists
too, said political analyst Konstantin
Kalachev. Communist MP Valery Rashkin
insisted there was “no schism” in the party
over Grudinin’s candidacy, calling him “our
man, flesh of our flesh”.

‘Negative stuff and dirt’
Grudinin is a “dark horse” and the only

candidate who could do better than the
Kremlin intends, analyst Andrei Kolesnikov

from the Carnegie Moscow Center told
Vedomosti business daily. According to
state pollster VTsIOM, Grudinin’s public
support stood at 7.1 percent in early
March, while Putin’s was 69.7 percent. 

At the start of the year 73.8 percent of
respondents had said they would back the
Kremlin strongman. The downward trend
for Putin prompted a wave of hostile cov-
erage of Grudinin in pro-Kremlin media,
his supporters say.” It’s going badly,” said
MP Rashkin, complaining that “everyone
has turned on Grudinin and they’re chuck-
ing negative stuff and dirt at him”. —AFP

BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel (center, top) stands around a table with (clockwise) German govern-
ment spokesman Steffen Seibert, CSU politician Alexander Dobrindt after the signature of the coalition treaty of
the conservative CDU/CSU party and the Social Democrats to form a new government yesterday. —AFP 

MOSCOW: Russian Communist Party (CPRF) supporters shout slogans during a
pre-election rally for their presidential candidate Pavel Grudinin in Moscow.
Russia will hold presidential elections on March 18. —AFP 


